BC313 & BC5860

How To:

Read the Forwarded Calls Report

About the Forwarded Calls Report
This report gives detailed summaries of calls
forwarded from the call queue and special callers that
were held in the queue and not forwarded.
This report gives you a picture of how often calls are
being forwarded to your call center.
You can run this report for a single day or multiple
days.
This report can display in landscape or portrait mode.

Sample Forwarded Calls Report – Section 1

Total incoming calls Both PSTN and VoIP calls over the total time period.
Special Callers

Number of inbound calls that were detected as repeat or flagged callers.

Calls answered
before forward
timeout

Number of calls that were answered by the store.

Forwarded

Number of calls that timed out in the queue and were forwarded to the call center.

Special Callers
remaining in queue

Number of calls that would have timed out in the queue and been forwarded, but
were flagged as a special caller and were therefore not forwarded.

Date

Business date of calls (for example, 9:00 am to 3:00 am on January 1).

Incoming

Total PSTN and VoIP incoming calls for that day.

Fwded calls

Number of calls that timed out in the queue and were forwarded to the call center.

Special Callers

Number of inbound calls that were detected as repeat or flagged callers.

NOT forwarded

Number of calls that would have been forwarded due to a queue timeout but were detected as
a special caller that day.

Avg Fwded call
length (sec)

Average duration in seconds of forwarded calls that day. The duration is the total duration from
the point the call was detected by the gateway to the time the forwarded call was answered by
the call center.

Max Fwded call
length

Longest duration forwarded call that day. The duration is the total duration from the point the
call was detected by the gateway to the time the forwarded call was answered by the call
center.

0-12

% of calls answered in 12 seconds or less

13-24

% of calls answered in 13 to 24 seconds

25-36

% of calls answered in 25 to 36 seconds

37-60

% of calls answered in 37 to 60 seconds

>1 m

% of calls answered after one minute

Sample Forwarded Calls Report – Section 2

Date

Date and time of the call.

Caller Name

Caller name as received on the line.

Phone Number

Caller number as received on the line.

Call Length

Length of the forwarded call in seconds. The duration is the total from the time the
call was detected by the gateway to the time it was answered by the call center.

Incoming Line

Which line the call came in on. Can indicate whether the call was forwarded
because there were many lines in use at the time.

Sample Forwarded Calls Report – Section 3

Date

Date and time of the call.

Caller Name

Caller name as received on the line.

Caller Number

Caller number as received on the line.

Call Length

Length of the forwarded call in seconds. The duration
is the total from the time the call was detected by the
gateway to the time it was answered by the call center.

Keywords

Shows if the call was detected as a repeat or flagged
caller.

Talk to a SUTUS Expert
For assistance with this feature, please contact
SUTUS Support:
 support@sutus.com
 1-866-291-0594

To learn more about the SUTUS solution,
please contact a pizza specialist at SUTUS:
 pizza@sutus.com
 1-866-987-8866

ext 5555

More how-to tutorials:
 http://help.sutus.com
BC.130305.01

